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GROUP CONTROLLER

		Model No. TSC1500 Group Controller as manufactured by Performance Sports Systems, Noblesville, IN.
		
A.	Wall mounted touchpad control system shall be designed as an alternate to conventional key switch type controls, to operate backstops, divider curtains, electric height adjusters, overhead volleyball systems, batting cages, and power control for auxiliary gymnasium electrical equipment such as lighting, scoreboards, etc.  Control system shall can operate a maximum amount of 160 devices and a maximum of 50 auxiliary devices.  Anything else less is not considered equal.  Key pad requires constant pressure on the pad to control gym equipment.  Control of auxiliary equipment only requires a single press of the pad.
B.	The TSC1500 shall provide a time saving control feature for multiple operations of basketball backstops, height adjusters and curtains including auxiliary devices.  These devices may be operated individually or in a group up to 8 devices at a time.  It provides two different kinds of groups.  There will be one group type for auxiliary devices and one for standard moving devices.  A moving device can be placed into a group up to the size of 8.  There are a total of 75 possible moving groups the system can control and a total 24 auxiliary groups it can control.  This allows having up to 8 backstops in a group or 8 curtains in a group for example or turning on 8 sets of lights.   Any other system capable of less is not considered equal.  
C.	The security log in will be a four-digit password.  This password can be changed at any time.  It can also be manually reset to factory default from the relay board.  If no button has been pressed within the time window of thirty seconds, the system will lock and log itself off.  The TSC1500 can use a maximum of up to 8 keypads within a system.  Key pad shall be flush mounted into a standard square electrical box (4” X 4” X 2 ½”) with a 12volt circuit to relay panels.  
D.	The TSC1500 will include a single relay box capable of operating 10 devices.  It will also can run 8 devices at once if enough power has been run to the location.  The system is expandable up to 16 relay boxes until 160 devices are reached.  Relay circuits are capable of up to 250v and 30-amp load.  There are 20 relays per relay box.  Size of each relay box is 18” wide X 24” tall X 6” deep.
E.	The TSC1500 will feature a tri color LED and a buzzer to provide feedback to the user during operation.  The system shall also include an LED at the relay board to show activation of relay.  Key pad is fuse protected at the master relay board for circuit protection.  Control systems not utilizing an LED and buzzer will not be accepted as equal.
F.	Wiring of all electrical components shall be in accordance with local codes, and in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.  All conduit, wiring, junction boxes, and components not specified shall be furnished and installed by electrical contractor.  In addition, relay panel dip switch settings and relay set programming per the facilities requirements shall be the responsibility of the electrical contractor.
		G.	One relay box can individually or simultaneously control 8 devices, regardless of type of device, if the correct amount of power is wired to


